
...A recharger system that grows with you 
one click at a time...

...makes you think, doesn’t it?

ImagIne...



ION-R LITHIUM RECHARGABLE ENGINE 

A recharger system that grows with you 
one click at a time...

an innovative, intelligent lithium recharger for use with all Timesco 
rechargeable engines. 

The colour changing LeD indicates the health of the battery and the 
charging cycle. 

Both sides of the recharger have end panels that can be quickly removed 
to expose the unique connector plates.  These connector plates allow  up 
to 4 chargers to be daisy chained together delivering power through all 
chargers equally yet using only one transformer.

Up to 4 charging ports on one charger and one plug socket.

The LeD on the charger will initially glow yellow to indicate that it is testing 
the state of charge and the health of the engine. after a short while, if the 
engine requires charging, the LeD will flash green. When the engine is fully 
charged the LeD will turn to a solid green. If the battery within the engine is 
faulty the LeD will flash red to indicate that the battery should be disposed 
of or returned to Timesco for attention.  

Once engines are fully charged the recharger will go in to a low power state 
to avoid draining any unnecessary electricity, truly energy efficient.  

Full Compatibility

To compliment the IOn R charger, we have also developed 
two Lithium IOn batteries that are fully compatible with 
this new charger and can be used in our existing metal 
laryngoscope handles; Xenon, XLeD, Orion, and in our 
Orion diagnostic handles.

available in medium C size and small aa size. 

Insert adaptors are required to use these batteries with 
the IOn R Recharger.
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